
Objective:
Improve brand visibility on the web while 

driving relevant traffic to the website

Improve brand 

awareness, 
visibility, and drive 

traffic to the online 

store

Execution:Execution:

Challenges:
It was a new brand with a new website in the market

The most difficult part was to explain super 

complicated insurance terms and conditions in the 

most simplified version so that even a 15-year-old can 

easily understand Insurance as a subject

Highly competitive industry

A new brand was set to fight with already 

established players like Reliance General Insurance, 

Tata AIG, Bajaj Allianz, HDFC Ergo, Iffco Tokio, Bharti 

AXA, Kotak Mahindra, ICICI Lombard, etc. 

Tasked to do it Organically 

Challenges:

Research on content consumption:

We understood the content 
consumption behavior and 

demand in our industry which 

helped us to give value to our 
potential customers in the zero 

moments. 

Content prediction model:

Our content prediction model with 

fundamental and technical 
research helped us predict the 

topics in the insurance industry 

which is going to trend. It helped us 

to create the content of the future 

to gain authority on that topic with 

immense visibility and this topical 
approach helped us garner brand 

awareness and recall with relevant 
traffic on site. 

Authority Building:

Strategic content to fill the gap of an 

area of understanding and doing 

this in a consistent fashion helped us 

to become the host and subject 
matter expert  as we received many 

requests to provide thought 
leadership and content which is 

understood by almost everyone.

Content creation:

“Insurance simplified” is the motto 

of the brand and we infused the 

same DNA into our content 
creation

Content dissemination:

We actively participated in industry 

communities, forums and shared 

what we knew about insurance, 
and answered queries with no 

hidden agenda. The only agenda 

was to help people understand 

insurance better. 

Content strategy:

we created an integrated 

approach for driving brand visibility 

not just on google search but 
across the web while creating 

valuable content because 

“Valuable is sharable”. 

Topic selection:

We selected the topics that resulted in 

higher dwell time and that are 

genuinely helpful for the readers. We 

selected the topics that were broad 

enough to appeal to a large 

audience, yet niche enough to provide 

specific information for that topic. 

Content curation:

We made sure that we gradually 

build the center of excellence in the 

niche as we move forward with the 

brand. We discreetly collected the 

thoughts from the users’ perspective, 
scouted the internet to understand 

what the existing contents are 

missing, brainstormed how to bring 

the most powerful ideas around the 

niche topics, and bring these 

together for our audience.

20X growth in 

organic traffic

“

“
It was really nice working with Noboru team. 

 

I liked the way the team executed the overall project. One of the 

really good things about Noboru team is, they evolve with time and 

as per the client’s requirements. Things keep changing in Digital 

Marketing, accordingly they managed well in terms of coming up 

with new ideas, improving the quality as per the feedback, 

consistency and timely delivery. 

 

Good luck to the team!

Bhavuk khandelwal 
Content & Performance Marketing, Digit Insurance
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We try to simplify the complex insurance jargon with real-life examples so 

that our readers/ potential customers can easily understand in and out. 
E.g. NCB stands for no claim bonus. It is like a reward that your dad gave 

you for being a good kid. If you are being a good driver and not claiming 

anything due to an accident, then your insurer will offer you a discount on 

your next renewal as no claim bonus. 

We help our users understand the importance of insurance 

products by explaining the potential challenges that they may face. 

We help them save money while buying insurance online all by 

themselves with some pro tips 

We incorporated more local approaches, e.g. we created content 
around all the major RTOs in the countries and explained the rules and 

processes for major localities.

Go out of the box while answering the “how to’s” of the users. We try 

to help our readers with queries that are partially related to our 
domain. For e.g. While creating articles around travel insurance, we 

tried to give users tons of tips that will help an international traveler, 
like how to get a visa for different countries, how to get international 
travel insurance, etc. 

20X  

growth in organic traffic:

Moment marketing:

Simplify jargon

Elaborate importance

Help them save money

Answer all possible queries

Local is focal



Some high-value website content:

Some high-value blogs


